[АNTINOCICEPTIVE PROTECTION ON A STAGE OF CONCLUDING OF SURGICAL INTERVENTION AND EARLY POSTOPERATIVE PERIOD].
Efficacy of antinociceptive defense at the terminal period of operation and in early (6 h) postoperative period, using additional injection of phentanil, paracetamol and nalbufin in anesthesiological support, and applying sevofluran in 107 patients, оperated on facial skull, in 2 stage of operative risk in accordance to ASA, was a nalyzed. Insufficient antinociceptive protection at the end of operation and in early postoperative period while using phentanil and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory medicines only for anesthesia, was established, basing on analysis of hemodynamic indices, pain syndrome severity and indices of metabolic stress. Application of paracetamol have promoted raising of the antinociceptive protection efficacy during short period (up to 2 h) only. Prescription of nalbufin have had guaranteed enhanced efficacy and duration of antinociceptive protection in early postoperative period, that's why its wide application is recommended.